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School of Technology and Management 
Course Unit Syllabus  
 
Level of qualification:  
First cycle (EQF level 6) - Bachelor 
Study cycle:  
Attorneyship 
 

Course Unit: 9242202;8437202 - Constitutional and European Law 

Year 1 Semester 1 ISCED Code: 0421 ECTS: 6,0 

 
Tipe of Course Unit: Compulsory 
 

 
Delivery Mode: Face-to-face / Distance Learning  

 

 
Language of Instruction: Portuguese  

 

COURSE COORDINATOR: Emílio Kafft Kosta 

HOURS OF WORK 

TOTAL 
HOURS 

Contact Hours 
Hours in 

autonomous 
work Theory 

Theory and 
practice  

Practical 
and 

laboratory 
work 

Field 
work 

Seminar 
Internsh

ip 
Tutorial 

guidance  
Other 

150       75                                     75 

 
Prerequisites (if applicable): <<Max 500 characters with spaces>> 
 

LEARNING OUTCOMES (knowledge, skills and competence) 

1. Study of Constitutional Law science, if sobrelevando-systematic cores on state theory of the Constitution. Give also elements 
for a comprehensive understanding of the body concepts, functions and state activity. 

Fundamental 2.Direitos in their multímodas demonstrations; concept; legal and constitutional regime; hermeneutics and more  
relevant integrative proposals (always taking into account the Portuguese constitutional order, international law and the 
philosophical perspective). 

3. constitutional Families. 

4. Institutional dimension of the European Union and its normative pillars. 

The institutions, bodies and agencies that shape or enformaram communities (and the corresponding treaties and other 
normações) and give life to the EU project should be escalpelizados. Important: the problem of application of EU law, either by 
the national legislature, or by its administration Publica, either by national courts.      

CONTENTS 

Introduction: Concept and nature of the state; Forms of state; Forms of government / government systems; Electoral system and 
parties 

Part I - Constitutional Law: Chapter I - Constitutional Theory: 1. Constitution directions;. § 2. Constitutional Vicissitudes: 1. 
constituent power; 2. Modifications of the Constitution: Constitutional Review and border figures; Constitutional rigidity and 
flexibility; § 3. Structure of the constitutional norm. § 4. Interpretation, integration and application of constitutional standards. § 5. 
Warranty of the Constitution and unconstitutional. Chapter II State and its constitutional activity:. § 1. Organ function and state 
activity. Chapter III Fundamental Rights:. § 1. History. §2. Portugal Cap. IV Constitutional Families  

Part II - EU Law: Treaties founders of Communities and EFTA; EOR; Treaties of Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice; Draft 
European Constitution; The Lisbon Treaty. 

Objectives, institutions, bodies and legal personality      

DEMONSTRATION OF THE CONTENTS COHERENCE WITH THE COURSE UNIT’S LEARNING OUTCOMES 

The student must: understand the notion of State; forms of state and government; Government systems; have clear ideas about 
the organs, functions and state activity notion of the Constitution; master the fundamental rules of CRP; grasp the structure  of 
constitutional rule; master the interpretation, integration and application of constitutional rule; Understand the dynamics of 
creation and modification of the Constitution; Understand the intricacies of the guarantee of the Constitution; Have a clear notion 
of fundamental rights and tools aimed at their protection; know the comparison of constitutional systems; Understanding the 
concept and history of the EU and the European integration process; Having an accurate view of the structure and functioning of 
the EU and its organs; a global and accurate idea of the main legal instruments governing communities and the EU; 
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Understanding the fundamental principles of the EU; protection of fundamental rights in the EU; Grasp the connections between  
E      

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES 

The teaching and learning platform consists of theoretical and practical lessons divided into two parts: the 1st part of each  class 
will result in a theoretical exposition of the lesson; the 2nd part in practical exercises (practical cases, analysis of judicial 
decisions and debates) and resolution of doubts raised by the students. 

The interaction ago alluded to, will be optimized for the Moodle platform and other similar instruments. The Oral calls will,  from 
time to time, used with the aim to predispose the student to a systematic and ongoing study, able to accompany the materials go 
step by step. 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE COHERENCE BETWEEN THE TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND THE LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 

The demonstration of consistency between the goals of learning and the proposed methodology lies in the constant quest for the 
students, about the relevance of the theoretic postulates, the confrontation between the rules and practices assumptions, 
sharpening them the critical thinking and the ability to decide autonomously, the cases under review.      

EVALUATION METHODS 

The assessment criteria emphasize the practical dimension, assuming a predominantly dynamic inclination and practice, in order 
to test and evaluate the application of content and knowledge by reference to specific situations, filing a suit of its complian ce 
with the current law. 

The elements of the written assessment and correspond oral, preferably, the practical exercises, under th e form of case studies, 
where the student is invited to apply theoretical knowledge and laws to the concrete situation presented to him by interpreti ng 
and applying legal rules to the facts set out in hypotheses. 

The eminently practical nature of the evaluation elements do not prejudge the choice of models of nature or content 
predominantly theoretical, whenever this is deemed necessary, appropriate or useful to the preparation of specific content. The 
evaluation integrates the indicated times in UC's Operation Guide, depending on whether the continuous assessment or 
examination.      
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